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This workshop is presented by TEAN, the Teacher Education Advancement
Network. TEAN’s aims for Teacher Education are: to enhance practice, to
support and promote innovation and development, to contribute to and help
build research capacity; to contribute to policy development and
implementation.

March 4th 2011

The seminar is sponsored by ESCalate, the Education
Subject Centre of the Higher Education Academy

Venue:
University of Cumbria,
Lancaster campus

TEAN and ESCalate working together for the future of
teacher education

Room: AXB 106 –
Alexandra Building
Keynote speakers:
Andy Jones, MMU
Dr Samantha
Twiselton, University
of Cumbria
Fee: £30

How to book
Please reserve your place by
completing the registration form
which can be found at:
http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/TEAN/
Eventsdirectory.aspx.

For queries about the
workshop content:
alison.jackson@cumbria.ac.uk
Telephone contact: 01524
385459 (internal 5759)
All other queries please contact
TEAN admin at:
tean@cumbria.ac.uk

What is the seminar about?
Responding to Change
Integration and collaboration
The recent White Paper ‘The importance of Teaching – The
Schools White Paper 2010’ has suggested reform to teacher
training in England. Just what does this mean for Higher
Education Institutions in England? How should HEIs respond in
uncertain times and go forward positively to the future? This
seminar gives delegates an opportunity to debate the issues, to
identify challenges and opportunities and to share ideas on ways
forward. It is one of a series of seminars presented by TEAN and
supported by ESCalate; there will be similar events in Wales,
Northern Ireland and Scotland, focussing on issues relevant to
each individual country. Outcomes from all four events will be
reported on the TEAN and the ESCalate websites.
Keynote speakers
TEAN is delighted to welcome Andy Jones, PVC and Dean of
Institute of Education, Manchester Metropolitan University and
Dr Sam Twiselton, Dean of Education at the University of
Cumbria to give the keynote addresses at the seminar. Andy
Jones has worked extensively as a teacher trainer, in-service
tutor and consultant across all phases of education. Dr
Twiselton’s interests and research centre on student teacher
development and curriculum development; she works with
organisations across the sector for the furtherance of good
practice in ITE.
Who is it for?
The seminar will be of particular interest to all those involved in
the planning of initial teacher education courses, in all phases
(early years, primary and secondary). We welcome colleagues
working in universities or schools.

